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Autumn transition
underway
The move is on and we’re within weeks of our fall /
winter growing areas being ready to ship.
Depending upon whether or not we have a mild
October, by mid-month Salads may be coming
from Arizona and Veggies from Mexico. Both
areas are nearly ready.
A mild October allows us the benefit of better
supplies during the transition month and maybe
better than usual pricing. There are some glitches
that go along with transitions you may not know
of. Logistics are a major issue as most all Produce
moves by truck. Right now the trucks are content
with moving Produce up and down California with
an occasional trip up north for Apples or Potatoes.
Not many are running to Nogales and none to
Arizona. What often happens is that only a few
crops are ready out of state, but we need them.
With only a few trucks making that journey, it gets
tough.
There’s also the California syndrome, a reverse
problem where out of state trucks will not come to
California due to smog regulations and fuel cost.
Once we’re in the swing of things with lots of full
loads to ship out of Arizona and Mexico, we’ll have
trucks.

Another logistic nightmare is labor. Many of the
Arizona farms / processors keep their workers on
during the off season. It’s costly but saves the
headache of finding and retraining new workers,
especially when you are not sure when the
transition actually is going to be. Some farms have
staff move with them which is probably the best
deal all around. But that adds the cost of keeping
housing available in the off season.
For these and many more reasons, engineers around
the globe are busy inventing new harvesting
equipment. What we thought was impossible
yesterday will be tested soon. It is a good thing? I
guess it depends on which side of the fence you’re on.
How about growing more across the border? Imports
are constantly increasing.
Just look at Ford, now that’s no little move! I’d
better stop now as I feel a political rant coming on!

Steve Del Masso
President
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On The

MARKET
Fall is here….changes are a coming….

Iceberg Lettuce –

From the looks of it, we
have one month left of good quality Salinas grown
Iceberg Lettuce. Then… it’s 2-3 weeks of possible
spot shortages and light supplies.

Carrots –

Romaine, Red, Green & Butter
Lettuce – Aside from Green Leaf Lettuce which

prices are pushing up slightly with
quality locked in a good to very good range.
Bakersfield is still the area all of our Carrots are
being pulled from.

has bumped up in price, Romaine, Red and Butter
Lettuces remain stable.

Root Vegetables – If all goes well, the Oregon

Red & Green Cabbage –

and Washington Root season should excel for
another two months.

prices will be
higher than average for a few more weeks. The
sudden jump was caused by one of the big growers in
Oxnard, California shutting down. Supplies will
improve as the neighboring farms plant more in the
seasons to come.

Artichokes –

Quality and supply is much
improved over last year. Wholesale costs are up
slightly on the bigger sizes. Promote the smaller
sizes!

White & Yellow Corn –

We are into the last
few weeks of the glorious 2016 Northern California
Corn season. Prices are pushing up and supply is
rapidly decreasing. Time for one last big promotion
before the season comes to a close?

Green Onions –

Mexico continues to be the
source for all our Scallion needs. The water shortage
and labor issues continue to suppress local harvest.

Broccoli & Cauliflower –

Cauliflower costs
remain consistent while Broccoli prices are holding
higher than normal. Everything we are presently
using is being grown in nearby Salinas.

Celery –

Celery quality continues to be very good
and October prices should be close to or the same as
last month. Next month, as we make the transition
to other growing areas, my fingers will be crossed we
aren’t faced with the same struggles as last year.

Red, Yellow & White Onions –

All colors
of Northwest Onions are out of the ground, carefully
put away and safe from the elements. Pricing should
be stable into the winter.

Sweet Onions –

The best Sweet Onions on the
market are from the Northwest. A couple of
different labels are available.

Russet Potatoes –

prices have settled down.
The 2016 harvest was a good one with solid quality
and a fairly even balance of sizing.
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Potatoes of Color –

Mangos –

Fingerling Potatoes –

Papayas –

The transition
was a smooth one into the Northwest crop. We won’t
have any Red, Yellow or Yukon Potato concerns for
the next 4+ months.
Klamath Valley
Fingerlings are plentiful. We are offering a three
color mix that consists of three varieties of
Fingerlings; Purple, Yellow and light Red. This trivariety pack is an excellent value. All three are also
available individually packed.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes –

Prices are
easing off and inventory levels are more than
sufficient to ensure even pricing through all of the
holidays and into next year.

Stone Fruit –

For all intents and purposes, the
2016 season has wrapped up. We had a good run this
season and will look forward to next year.

The switch from Mexico to Brazil
Mangos is complete and as always the case, prices are
up slightly to offset additional transportation costs.
The quality remains good.
Hawaiian Papaya supply and pricing
are fairly stable. Mexico’s Papaya season is in full
swing and prices are darn near a bargain for
excellent quality fruit.

Strawberries & Stemberries –

I realize
I am being redundant but Stemberry availability is
almost zero. With the new crop starting up in SoCal
around the middle of the month there is an outside
chance we will see some at that point. We will pull
from local growers as long as Mother Nature allows
us to. The consensus is we should get through the
middle of the month with the local product.

Blueberries & Blackberries –

We are
at the tail end of the California season and waiting
for the Mexico season to commence for both
Blackberries and Blueberries. At this moment,
prices are high! Costs will gradually decrease once
the Mexico seasons gets going.

Raspberries –

Availability and prices should
remain stable through the month of October.

Seasonal Fruit – It is that time of year. Stone
Fruit says goodbye and fall fruits say hello.
Persimmons are a highlight local item this month;
whole fruit from Arata Farms in Half Moon Bay
and we are offering it sliced as well. Quince and
Pomegranates have arrived as well.
Local CA Grown Kiwi is almost here. Well it is
peeking through the window. The first picks are
available but the fruit is just too tart for us to use
at this moment. By the second or third week of this
month we hope to be able to leave the New Zealand
product behind.

Apples & Pears –

The Northwest Apple crop
is upon us. The trend this year is towards the larger
sizes. The local CA season is still going strong. We
are promoting CA Grown Apples from Primavera
Marketing out of Linden, CA. for this month. Please
feel free to ask for the Local Apple when ordering.
We will feature a Fuji or Pink Lady 138 ct depending
on the week.

MIKE
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EGGPLANT – Irigoyen Farms out of Fresno
continue to do an absolutely wonderful job
supplying us with excellent quality Eggplant. If
everything goes our way, we should be able to
make it through this month with this excellent
local fruit.

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS – We

Round & Roma TOMATOES –

are at that time of the year when all California
Bean growing areas are winding down. We will
be making the switch to Texas and SoCal near
the end of the month.

We are at the tipping point just before we are
wholly committed to sourcing all of our Tomatoes
from Mexico. The next big growing area in
Mexico will be Nogales and it should begin
around the 1st week of November.
The Round Tomato season out of Southern
California continues to be strong. Mexico is also
sending up a significant amount of good quality
Tomatoes to compete for the business. The
price points between the two are almost identical.
As a matter of principal and company policy we
will always opt to support California growers as
long as possible.

Green, Red, & Yellow, Bell Peppers –
Green, Red and Yellow Bells will remain locally
grown and plentiful for the month of October.
Once the calendar flips to November a whole
host of outcomes could unfold. We will keep you
posted as the transition comes upon us.

CUKES – Cucumber supply remains tight. It
will be another week or two before the Nogales
crop is ripe enough to pick.

MELONS – The local Cantaloupe/Honeydew
SQUASH – The local Squash season out of
the Fresno area is still hanging in there. In
addition to the really nice Yellow and Italian
Squash we are getting locally, we are also seeing
some beautiful product coming up from Santa
Maria. Next up will be just Santa Maria and then
eventually into Mexico.

season is quickly coming to an end. Whatever
“late plant” fields that have yet to be picked and
lots that remain in storage will be it for 2016. The
Central Arizona season has started but we are
sticking with the local Melons as long as they are
excellent. I do expect that we will be using
Arizona grown Melons no later than the 2nd week
of October.
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Wild Mushrooms – Chanterelles and
Cello-Pack, Spring Mix & Baby Leaf –
We still have a month and a half to go before
processors pack up and move one state over
and one state down to Arizona. As of this
moment, I am enjoying the ability of buying
high quality everything; Cello-Pack, Spring
Mix and the whole line of Baby Leaf products.

ASPARAGUS – Once again, Peru isn’t

Lobsters are the only varieties suggested to
be available this month. Please give us
advanced notice if one of these is a must for
any special occasion.

Japanese/Italian/Chinese Eggplant –
The end of the California varietal Eggplant
season will be arriving any day now.
Production will return to Mexico and along
with it moderately high price points.

much help in alleviating the tight supply and
high prices of “Grass”. Mexico Asparagus
prices remain slightly high.

VARIETAL MELONS – Availability is
quickly disappearing. In fact, by the time you
read this newsletter they could be all gone.
We had a good run this season and thank you
to all who supported the Local Fruit Mix this
season.

Varietal Tomatoes

(small)

– Local

offerings that are excellent in quality and
amazingly sweet are still around. There is an
outside chance that the late “Indian Summer”
will extend the California season a week or
two longer. Here’s hoping! The first rains will
negate everything and finish off the crop.

Heirloom Tomatoes – The last and
best month of the year to enjoy Heirloom
Tomatoes is upon us. We are getting in some
exceptional #1 grade Heirlooms from local
growers. Don’t miss out.

Pumpkins, Gourds, Indian Corn –
With Halloween and Thanksgiving upon us,
now is the time to set up your favorite
decorations. Variety pack Gourds, Indian
Corn and a full range of Pumpkin sizes are
available.
Note: Due to our heightened health and safety standards,
we no longer have Corn Stalks or Hay Bales available.

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®
………. solely about organically grown produce.

O-Roots – Good supply on jumbo and extralarge O-Roots.
O-Butternut is going strong. We are in great
shape with our local growers from the Salinas
Valley area and down into Santa Maria.
O-Broccoli, O-Cauliflower & O-Celery remain
reasonably priced.
O-Celery Root – by definition O-Celery Root is
available but supply is very tight.
O-Bell Peppers – Red and Green O-Bell
Peppers are reasonably priced and plentiful.
But, with the onset of Fall, Mother Nature
could bring the season to an unforeseen end.
Yellow O-Bells continue to be outsourced
from Holland and Israel.
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Nap Thyme
Nap Galvezzzzzzzz

Zz

LIMES – A new growing region in Mexico
has come alive with Limes. Smaller sizes are
very prevalent and reasonable. The larger
sizes will retain their “scarce and pricey”
descriptors for another couple of weeks.

Ruby Grapefruit –

We are expecting
our first arrivals of Texas Ruby’s around the
middle of the month. It will be nice to be back
into the deep ruby red colored Grapefruit.

GRAPES – Table Grape growers in and
My big roar for the month of October is to say
“expect the unexpected”. I’d rather test the
odds of winning the Lotto than predict what
Mother Nature will do over the next 30 days.

HERBS – The Herb marketplace is starting
to show its first signs of weakness. The best
Basil in the U.S. will soon be finished. Hot
House Herb growers are now prepping and
planting in anticipation of the cold and rainy
winter months.

Romaine Hearts – Current quality is
very good and pricing is normal for this time
of year. Expect status quo for the first two
weeks of October. Afterward, it’s anyone’s
guess as we get closer to the transition in
November.

ORANGES – 88 and larger size Valencia’s
remain obtainable but some re-greening
issues are visible. Demand for 113 and 138
count Oranges is far exceeding supply and
making these sizes very expensive. Navel
Oranges from Chile are still around but they
too are the larger sizes; 72 and 88 count fruit.
On paper, the California Navel season will be
kicking off in early November. October is
shaping up to be a long month for citrus.

LEMONS – The Fall crop of California
Lemons, from District-3, will be arriving two
weeks earlier than originally forecasted. By
mid-month we should be receiving our first
shipments.

around Fresno are picking from morning light
to sunset. The move is afoot to get as much
product to market and into storage before
weather conditions turn for the worse.

WATERMELONS – The “oh so sweet”
2016 California Watermelon season will come
to an end around mid-month. After we have
run through the late picks from Mendota and
Firebaugh we will transition down into
Mexico.

SNAP PEAS – have maintained a steady
price and quality level for the last 4 months
and should remain steady for October as well.

HARD SHELL SQUASH – It is such a
pleasure and a privilege working with a host
of exceptional Local Hard Shell Squash
growers. They do an incredible job supplying
us with their best product. To acknowledge a
few growers that go out of their way each
year for us; Lakeside Organic Gardens, Bob
Swanson Ranch and Vintage Farms.
Everyone at Bay Cities Produce appreciates
the extra efforts they do on our behalf.

Chili Peppers – Close to 100% of our
Chili Pepper varieties are coming up from
Mexico…

AVOCADOS – The Avocado market
continues to reel from the drubbing Hurricane
Javier laid on Mexico. During the many years
I have worked in the produce industry I have
never seen Avocado prices reach the heights
we are seeing now. It’s truly unbelievable.
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TRIVIA WINNERS

The answer to last month’s trivia was: B) Hoagie

Ghost and Goblins spooks galore scary witches at
your door. Jack-o-lanterns smiling bright wishing
you a haunting night. When black cats prowl and
pumpkins gleam…may luck be with you on
Halloween. Silent phantoms of the night in their
robes of ghostly white, they are always to be seen
on the night of Halloween. Eye of newt, and toe of
frog, wool of bat, and tongue of dog, adder’s fork,
blindworm’s sting, lizard’s leg, and owlet’s wing.
For a charm of powerful trouble, like a hellbroth
boil and bubble. Now let’s get to the trivia!!!
In the episode “Halloween Addams style”, what
does the neighbor, Mr. Thompson tell Wednesday
and Pugsley there is no such things as?
a)
b)
c)

Ghosts
Witches
Santa Claus

In the episode “Gomez the cat burglar” what makes
Gomez walk in his sleep?
a)
Henbane soup
b)
Toadstool Tea
c)
Yak Stew

The submarine sandwich originated in the Eastern United
States, and its name referred to the shape of the bread. The
term “Hoagie” originated in Philadelphia from Italian’s that
were working in the World War 2 shipyard known as “Hog”
Island. The grinder, torpedo, and hero are also nicknames
of the submarine sandwich. The nickname “Grinder” came
from the Italian American slangs for a dock worker, and is
popular in the New England and The Midwest. “Torpedo”
was another nickname give to the submarine sandwich
because of its shape and is commonly used around New
York. “Hero” is also another popular New York term for
the sandwich that originated in the 19th century: the name
was given to the sandwich from the New York Herald
Tribune who claimed you had to be a hero to eat the
gigantic sandwich.
Congratulation to our Winners:
Jenifer @ Miraglia Catering, Martha @ Executive Inn,
Eva @ Millie’s Kitchen, Ann @ Rick & Ann’s, Eurika
@ Strizzi’s Restaurants, Joanne @ Spikes Produce,
Patricia @ Marina Liquor & Deli, Grady @ Coffee
Time, Cheryl @ Evans Lane Wellness & Recovery
Center, Dawnie @ The Danielsen Co., Maria @ SCC
Probation Dept./James Boy’s Ranch and Morte @
Mama’s Royal Café.
October Celebrity Birthdays
Kelly Ripa
2nd
46
Simon Cowell 7th
57
Jesse Jackson 8th
75
Hillary Clinton 26th
69
Julia Roberts
28th
49

TV show host
Reality TV
Civil Rights
Candidate for President
Pretty Women

At first cock-crow the ghosts must go back to their quiet
graves below.” Theodosia Garrison

BAY CITIES PRODUCE CO.

Fax or email me with the answers and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com

